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What Do You Want In Life?
It doesn’t matter what age we are. The state of not knowing what to do applies
to every stage in our lives. Before we move on with this tutorial, let’s take five
seconds to think about what we want to do in life.
Hi, I’m Kelley Soon. I’m the business development manager at D Jungle People.
Isn’t that a very long five seconds? Don’t you wish life’s moments could be as
long as how you had just experienced it?
That’s because there’s really a lot to think about what to do in life.
Lets look at some of the examples that you and I can relate to.
Graduating from high school, what’s next? Retiring and life after?
Here are some of the steps that I would recommend.
1. Have a clear mind
After graduating from degree, I to didn’t know what to do next but I knew
I needed a job. Hence, I signed up for an internship programme that lead
me to a job with D Jungle People and here I am loving every moment of
it.
2. Take action
All of us have our down moments. I’ve been through a few myself. Life is
not always predictable. You need to take charge, decide and move on!
What you can do is you can talk to people, mingle or network!
Trying some different hobbies or interest helps too.
When it concerns your job, share and speak to your superiors. What I got
from mine was that to take that first step, make the change knowing
what you want.
Here’s an exercise you may want to try out. Send to the feedback below
rating on a scale of one to ten on how close your current job is to what
you want to do in life. This is an opportunity to sync job and desire.
Please also state the nature of your job.
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